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ABSTRACT

Tohoku University is developing a 50kg-class international scientific microsatellite named RISESAT. In
addition to various scientific instruments including a 5m GSD multi-spectral high-precision Cassegrain
telescope (HPT), RISESAT is also equipped with a laser communication terminal VSOTA, developed by
Japanese National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) as technology
demonstration mission. VSOTA stands for Very Small Optical Transmitter for Component Validation, which
is a dual-band (980nm/1550nm) laser signal transmitter without gimbal mechanism or internal fine pointing
mechanism. RISESAT aims to demonstrate satellite-to-ground laser communication by means of accurate
attitude control of the satellite body, i.e. the direction of the laser beams fixed to the satellite structure, with an
attitude control accuracy of down to 0.04 deg (3σ). Moreover, it is planned that the HPT is utilized to
determine the direction of the pilot signal sent from the ground station, which can be fed back to the attitude
control system for achieving higher control accuracy. The desired maximum bitrate for this mission is 1 Mbps.
The NICT’s 1.5m diameter optical ground station is the primary ground station, supported by 0.3m diameter
mobile optical ground stations. This is the first step toward the establishment of future optical communication
infrastructures.
cost-effective and reliable small satellites are widely
utilized for both research and business purposes.

INTRODUCTION
The Space Robotics Laboratory of Tohoku University
has been very active in the field of small satellite
development for years. Tohoku University has
successfully developed, launched, and operated its first
scientific micro-satellite SPRITE-SAT (renamed as
RISING-1 after the launch), CubeSat RAIKO, and is
completing the second microsatellite RISING-21-3.
Tohoku University has recently started developing a
50kg class international scientific micro-satellite named
RISESAT (Rapid International Scientific Experiment
Satellite) within the scope of a Japanese FIRST
(Funding Program for World-Leading Innovative R&D
on Science and Technology) program4-5. This program
shall contribute to enhance the activities of world’s
small satellite research societies and industries, and to
build the basis of new paradigm for the future, where
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In addition to international scientific instruments,

including a 5m GSD multi-spectral high-precision
Cassegrain telescope (HPT) organized by Hokkaido
University, RISESAT is also implemented with a laser
transmission terminal developed by the Japanese
National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology (NICT). The terminal is named as Very
Small Optical Transmitter for Component Validation or
VSOTA (Figure 1). VSOTA is a dual-band

(980nm/1550nm) laser signal transmitter without
gimbal mechanism or internal fine pointing
mechanism whose pointing directions are fixed to the
satellite structure. RISESAT aims to demonstrate
satellite-to-ground laser communication by means of
accurate attitude control of the satellite body with an
1
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attitude control accuracy of down to 0.04 deg (3σ).
Moreover, it is planned that the HPT is utilized to
determine the direction of the pilot signal sent from
the ground station, which can be fed back to the
attitude control system for achieving even higher
control accuracy. The desired maximum bitrate for
this mission is 1 Mbps. The NICT’s 1.5m diameter
optical ground station is the primary ground station,
and 0.3m diameter mobile optical ground stations are
now under development. This is the first step toward
the establishment of future optical communication
infrastructures such as between micro/nano-satellites
in lower orbit and mid/large-sized satellites in
geostationary orbit.

Figure 3: RISESAT (artist impression)
The launch and operational configuration of the
RISESAT is illustrated in Figure 3.
RISESAT Missions
The payload instruments were invited from foreign
countries such as Sweden, Taiwan, Czech Republic,
and Hungary. The scientific missions of RISESAT can
be summarized as below6.
(S1)

(S2)

(S3)

Figure 1: VSOTA Collimator Assembly VSOTACOL (left) and Flight Model of the Electric Unit
VSOTA-E (right) (©NICT)
RISESAT PROJECT
RISESAT is a 50 kg class international scientific
satellite conducting observations and experiments by
different types of scientific instruments mainly focusing
on Earth and its environments. RISESAT carries six
international scientific instruments as well as the
VSOTA as payload instruments (Figure 2).

(S4)

(S5)

(S6)

(S7)

(S8)
Figure 2: Artist Impression of satellite-to-ground
laser communication with VSOTA on RISESAT.
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Astronomical observation
Inst.: High-Precision Telescope (HPT)
Partner: National Central University (Taiwan)
Multi-spectral high-resolution Earth observation
Inst.: High-Precision Telescope (HPT)
Partner: National Central University (Taiwan)
and Indonesian partner (still under arrangement)
Transient Luminous Events observation in upper
atmosphere
Inst.: Dual-band Optical Transient Camera
(DOTCam)
Partner: Institute of Space, Astrophysical and
Plasma Sciences & Department of Physics,
National Cheng Kung University (Taiwan)
Ocean observation
Inst.: Ocean Observation Camera (OOC)
Partner:
Japanese-Taiwanese
International
Collaboration
Space dosimetry (TriTel)
Inst.: Three Dimensional Silicon Detector
Telescope
Partner: Hungarian Academy of Science, Centre
for Energy Research (Hungary)
Space radiation environment monitoring
Inst.: TIMEPIX Space Radiation micro-Tracker
Partner: Institute of Experimental and Applied
Physics, Czech Technicala University in Prague,
(Czech Republic)
Magnetic field measurement
Inst.: Micro Magnetic Field Sensor (μMAG)
Partner: Ångström Space Technology Ceter
(ÅSTC), Uppsala University (Sweden)
Global environmental “In-Situ” measurement
Inst.: Store-and-Forward Data Packet Decoder
(DPD)
Partner: Japan-led international collaboration
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High Precision Telescope
The High Precision Telescope of the RISESAT inherits
the technology obtained by the previous RISING-2
mission. The engineering parameters of RISESAT HPT
are listed in Table 1. This HPT is equipped with two
separate Liquid Cristal Tunable Filters (LCTF) in
continuous wavelengths. The step size of the filter is
about 1nm and required time for switching wavelengths
is about 10 to 300 ms. Each LCTF is combined with a
CCD matrix image sensor with pixel resolution of 5m at
an altitude of 700 km in Low Earth Orbit. With this
combination, one can obtain multi-spectral images.
RISESAT utilizes this HPT for both Earth and
astronomical observations. In the Earth observation
mode, RISESAT will conduct either nadir pointing or
target pointing modes. In case of target pointing mode,
RISESAT is able to take multi-spectral images of the
target area. The Flight Model (FM) of the HPT is
illustrated in Figure 4 and the performance of its LCTF
is illustrated in Figure 5.
Table 1:

Figure 5: Performance of RISING-2 LCTF
(© Hokkaido University)

System Specification
The specification of the RISESAT is summarized in
Table 2. The orbit of RISESAT is planned to be a low
Earth sun-synchronous orbit with an altitude of between
500-900 km. The local time of the orbit can range from
9:00 to 15:00. RISESAT is a 3-axis stabilized satellite
with capabilities of maximum power generation of
more than 100 W and maximum power consumption of
more than 50 W, which are unique for small satellites in
this mass category. The command uplink channel is
UHF-band, and the HK telemetry downlink channel is
S-band, and the mission data downlink channel is Xband.

Specification of the HPT

Parameter

Value

Type of Optics

Cassegrain

Focal Length

1000 mm

Diameter

100 mm

LCTF Filters

420-700 nm
650-1050 nm

CCD Resolution

5m @ 700 km

FOV

3.3 x 2.5 km

Exposure time

> 1/40000 s

Table 2:

System Specification of RISESAT

Figure 4: RISESAT HPT Flight Model mounted on
the satellite structure
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system of the RISESAT is required to achieve attitude
pointing accuracy of 0.1 deg (3σ) or better for optical
communications.

VSOTA MISSION
Research and Development at NICT
NICT
has
conducted
bi-directional
optical
communication experiments between OICETS (Optical
Inter-Orbit Communications Engineering Test Satellite,
or just Kirari) satellite and ground station from 2006 to
20097. NICT is now conducting investigations on
SOTA (Small Optical TrAnsponder) for satellite-toground as well as inter-satellite communications for
dealing with recent large amount of satellite data8,9.
SOTA is capable of bi-directional communication and
the transmitting direction of the laser can be changed
according to the direction of incoming pilot signal, by
means of the internal gimbal mechanism.

Ground Station
As the optical ground stations, two stations of NICT
will be utilized: the 1.5 m diameter telescope at
Universal Communication Research Institute at
Koganei and 0.3 m diameter telescope at Kashima
Space Technology Center at Kashima. The former is the
primary ground station. In addition to these, 0.3m
diameter mobile optical ground stations are also under
development to achieve a better site diversity.
Mission Objectives
The main purpose of VSOTA is to demonstrate optical
data downlink regardless the baud rate. VSOTA aims to
establish the basis for future high-speed optical
communication on micro-satellites. Due to the
limitation in pointing direction accuracy, output power,
and ground equipment, the maximum downlink baud
rate of VSOTA is estimated to be up to 1 Mbps,
whereas the nominal one is estimated to be about 300
kbps or less. The downlink baud rate of VSOTA is
designed to be switched between multiple pre-set values
from 1 to 1 Mbps for detailed investigations. VSOTA
can also transmit PN pattern signal for BER evaluation,
as well as the real scientific data obtained by scientific
instruments. It is also planned to evaluate the effect of
atmospheric scintillation noise. VSOTA.

Specification of VSOTA
VSOTA is based on the Laser Diode Driver electronics
and some of the collimators of the SOTA system with
slight modifications in its mechanical and optical
interfaces, so that it can be mounted on the RISESAT.
The specification of the VSOTA is summarized in
Table 3. VSOTA does not have internal gimbal
mechanism, and the transmission direction is
mechanically fixed with the satellite structure.
Therefore the satellite attitude shall be controlled to
point the laser beams to a ground station.
The VSOTA unit of the RISESAT consists of VSOTAE, VSOTA-COL, and VSOTA-CNT. VSOTA-E is the
laser diode driver electronics with two different wave
lengths outputs: 980 nm and 1550 nm. The nominal
output powers are 270 mW and 40 mW maximum, and
the transmitting beam angles are 3.5 mrad and 1.3 mrad,
respectively. The VSOTA-COL is the assembly of
these two collimators. The directions of the two
collimators are precisely aligned to the same direction.
VSOTA-CNT is the electronics which controls the
VSOTA-E. The former two were developed by NICT
and the last one was developed by Tohoku University.
VSOTA-E and VSOTA-COL are illustrated in Figure 1.
The VSOTA-E and VSOTA-COL are connected by
means of optical fibers. The two collimators of
VSOTA-COL are assembled on a common interface
structure where an alignment mirror is also mounted.
By using this alignment mirror, the relative alignment
angle between the star sensor and VSOTA-COL
assembly can be measured precisely before the launch.

Table 3:

VSOTA Specification

The component has modulation speed up to 1Mbps,
however, depending on pointing accuracy estimated on
RISEAT, the beam spread angles were set intentionally
wider than the case of SOTA. It is estimated that the
transmission baud rate will be 300kbps or less10,11. The
total weight of VSOTA is 700g. The attitude control
Kuwahara
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Figure 6: Electrical architecture of RISESAT (left) and internal block diagram of VSOTA unit (right).

Figure 7: Mechanical configuration of RISESAT and VSOTA components.

Terminal Unit (RTU). VSOTA-CNT is equipped with a
micro-RTU, which receives commands from the SHU
and control VSOTA-E via an interface board. The SHU
is equipped with a mass memory to store the large
amount of mission data from all payload instruments.
The SHU will also perform data pre-processing for the
downlink before sending the data to the X-band
transmitter, as well as forwarding them to VSOTA.

Satellite Electrical Architecture
All payload instruments are controlled and provided
with power by the Science Handling Unit (SHU). Space
Plug-and-Play Avionics (SPA) network is applied to the
interface between the SHU and the payload instruments
including VSOTA. The internal block diagram of the
VSOTA unit is also illustrated in Figure 6. Data
handling of the unit is done by a dedicated Remote
Kuwahara
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Satellite Mechanical Configuration
The mechanical configuration of the RISESAT and
install positions of VSOTA components are illustrated
in Figure 7. The space between the pillar and the side
panels is the possible envelope for the instrument
installation. In order to keep the interface simple and to
make the system modular, the spaces for bus
components and payload instruments are clearly
separated as illustrated in the figure. VSOTA is
installed in the bus system side, indicating that the laser
communication capability shall belong to the bus
system, i.e. what the bus system can offer to payload
instruments, in the near future. The VSOTA-CNT and
VSOTA-E are installed on the +X side panel, and the
VSOTA-COL is installed on the +Z panel connected
with optical fibers, pointing toward the Earth direction.
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
Figure 9: Attitude control modes.

Attitude Control System Components
The attitude control system (ACS) of the RISESAT is
realized with multiple of sensors and actuators
controlled by SCU and ACU. The ACS is divided into
two groups: one is coarse attitude control driven by the
SCU and the other is fine attitude control driven by
ACU. As illustrated in Figure 8, one magnetometer
(GAS), coarse sun sensors (SAS), GPS and three axis
magnetic torquers (MTQ) are connected to the SCU and
two star trackers (STT), one fiber optical gyroscope
(FOG), four fine sun Earth sensors (SES), and four
reaction wheels (RW) are connected to ACU.

Table 4:

Component On/Off Table

Attitude Control Modes
The attitude control modes implemented to the
RISESAT and their relationship are illustrated in Figure
9 and the component on/off status is summarized in
Table 4. Based on the mission requirements, RISESAT
needs to achieve attitude control accuracy of better than
0.1 deg (3σ) and attitude stability of 6 ''/s. The latter
requirement is coming from the fact that the HPT will
be also used for astronomical observation in the eclipse
side. Also because the bit error rate of optical
communication with VSOTA depends on the attitude
control accuracy, RISESAT aims to achieve 0.04 deg
(3σ) and more as technology demonstration.
Detumbling mode – reduce the satellite’s angular
momentum by means of magnetometer and magnetic
torquers.
Safe mode – establishes spin stabilization so that the
deployable solar panels are pointed toward the sun. No
control input during the eclipse.

Figure 8: Attitude control system components.

Kuwahara
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devices from single event latch-up individually. No
operating system is used.
Attitude Control Algorithms
The attitude control algorithm of the RISESAT is
developed in a MATLAB/Simulink environment. The
space environment and sensors and actuators including
error models are simulated so that the attitude control
algorithm can be developed and evaluated in the
algorithm level in this environment. The algorithm is
divided into four different categories. These are sensor
data processing, navigation, control, and actuator
control command processing. In the first stage, the
sensor data are converted into physical values for
further mathematical calculation. The navigation
computes reference rotational velocity and quaternion.
Based on these information, control blocks for each
control mode calculates commanding output to
actuators. The final stage generates actual command
information to actuators. During the fine attitude
control, reaction wheel desaturation and null space
control are also conducted.

Figure 10: Attitude control unit: digital board (left)
and analog board (right).

Nominal mode – conducts coarse sun pointing without
using reaction wheels to keep low power consumption.
Idle mode – conduct fine sun pointing with reaction
wheels with zero momentum control.
Inertial pointing mode – stabilize satellite attitude in
regard to inertial frame. Utilized for astronomical
observation.

The control torques TB for the three pointing modes
(inertial, nadir and target pointing modes) are calculated
by means of slew maneuver control method12. The input
values of the “control pointing” blocks are followings:

Nadir pointing mode – control the direction of the Earth
observation camera instruments toward the Earth center.
Target pointing mode – control the direction of the
payload instruments such as HPT and VSOTA toward
observation/communication target. Also, limb pointing
can be achieved as a part of this mode.

[rad/s] : rotational velocity (body coordinate)
[rad/s] : reference rotational velociry

The first three attitude control modes are classified into
coarse attitude control modes, and the remaining ones
are classified into fine attitude control mode.
Attitude Control Unit

: quaternion (reference coordinate)

[-]

: reference quaternion

The required control torque can be calculated in
following equations.

The Attitude Control Unit (ACU) was designed and
developed by SRL including the device selection,
schematic design, art work, FPGA logic, software
programming, and mechanical design (Figure 10). The
digital board of the ACU is equipped with a Flashbased FPGA where custom processor core and
peripheral IPs are embedded based on the OpenRISC
reference
platform
system-on-chip
(ORPSoC)
architecture. The hardware logic is non-volatile because
of the characteristic of the applied FPGA and it will be
triple module redundant protected in the flight
configuration. The ACU is connected with the
peripheral sensors and actuators in a point-to-point
manner. ACU supplies electrical power to these
components via these individual interfaces. The digital
board deals with the communication with the
components, and the analog board implements the
electrical switches with circuit breakers which protect

Kuwahara
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(1)

(2)
(3)

where K, P, C are control gains, sat() is a saturation
function, and qe is an error quaternion.
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Table 5: Comparison of computational duration
between floating point and fixed point calculations
in each attitude control algorithm
Mode

Floating Point
[ms]

Fixed Point
[ms]

Reduction Rate
[%]

Detumbling
Safe

370

7

1.8

380

10

2.6

Nominal

380

10

2.6

Idle

430

12

2.7

Target

540

29

5.4

Evaluation Results
For the evaluation of implemented attitude control
algorithm on the ACU flight hardware, a simulation
scenario listed in Table 6 was simulated and the results
were compared with the ones by software-only
simulations in MATLAB/Simulink environment.
During the simulation the desaturation control function
of the reaction wheels are enabled.
The comparison of simulation results are summarized in
following figures. Figure 11 illustrates the attitude
control error in both cases. Fig. 14 illustrates the
angular velocity throughout the simulation. It can be
seen that the error in fixed-point calculation on ACU is
quite higher than the software simulation. The pointing
errors at around 22 and 35 minutes are quite high, but
this is coming from the transient between different
pointing modes. However, the achieved accuracy in
general is well below the desired value of 0.04 deg (3σ),
and therefore one can conclude that the applied fixedpoint calculation method is sufficient enough for the
mission objectives of RISESAT, and the developed
ACU hardware can fulfil the requirements.

Implementation to Flight Hardware
Due to the actual relatively massive computational load
of fine attitude control mode, it came out that the
computational throughput of ACU hardware is not
enough for floating point calculation with double
precision floating point numbers. Accordingly, decision
was made to convert the attitude control algorithm into
fixed point calculation in order to minimize the
computational load for the ACU. The computational
time was analysed with actual ACU hardware as
summarized in Table 5. According to the results, the
computational time of the target pointing mode, which
is the most complex attitude control mode, could be
reduced down to about 30 ms. This is well fast to repeat
the calculations with a frequency of 10 Hz.
Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation
The fixed-point converted flight software of attitude
control algorithms were implemented on the ACU flight
hardware and their functional verification was done in a
hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) environment.
The ACU hardware was connected with the PC where
the space and component models are running in the
MATLAB/ Simulink environment. The communication
between the ACU and the simulation environment is
hand-shake communication and this is not real-time
simulation.

Table 6: Hardware-in-the-loop simulation scenario
for functional evaluation of flight software.
Time Elapsed [min]

Commanded Attitude Control Mode

0

Nadir Pointing

21.7

Target Pointing

35

Nadir Pointing

Kuwahara

Figure 11: Attitude control error comparison
between software simulation (above) and fixed-point
converted flight algorithm in a hardware-in-the-loop
simulation environment (below).
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Figure 14: VSOTA vibration tests.

The relations between divergence angle of pilot laser
beam sent from the ground station to the satellite and
the diameter of beam at satellite position, as well as the
number of photons received at HPT aperture are
summarized in Figure 13. Based on this analysis, it
became clear that the HPT is sensitive enough for
detecting pilot signal for available photon count in
estimated orbit.

Figure 12: Comparison of angular velocity between
software simulation (above) and fixed-point
converted flight algorithm in a hardware-in-the-loop
simulation environment (below).

According to this fact, a digital filtering mechanism is
now going to be implemented into the HPT data
processing unit, which gives the two dimensional
reference error angles toward the ground station to the
attitude control unit with a frequency of 10 Hz. The
ACU utilizes this information to achieve much higher
attitude control accuracy for demonstrating higher data
rate. This can be regarded as extra success level mission,
which can also demonstrate dual-use of the highprecision telescope.

Utilization of HPT as Guidance Sensor
The HPT is sensitive at the wavelength of pilot laser
signal sent from ground station to the satellite. By
means of LCTF, it can even select the specific
wavelength for eliminating other disturbance light
sources.

VSOTA QUALIFICATION
The VSOTA was tested considerably as nominal space
qualification during engineering model phase.
Qualification tests include radiation test for optical parts,
vibration test, thermal test in the air. At this stage, a
vacuum test is only applied for VSOTA-COL with
room temperature. Thermal vacuum test will be
carefully performed with the manner to prevent optical
component from the risk of contamination. One of
major purpose of tests done so far is to find a
workmanship error, if any, as well as characterization
of VSOTA performance when it is in simulated space
environment. We have also done electrical tests using
VSOTA-E and satellite bus interface engineering
models. In this paper some of these results are
illustrated.

Figure 13: Relations between divergence angle of
pilot laser beam (rad) and the diameter of beam at
satellite position (left (m)), and number of photons
received at HPT aperture (right).
Kuwahara
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Table 7: Angle difference of optical parameters
before and after vibration test of VSOTA-COL.
Differences

Figure 15: Configuration of beam direction
measurement

TX4 1550nm

TX1 980nm

α

γ

α

γ

Angle from reference
surface

0.8

0.1

0.7

-0.1

Angle between
TX1-TX4 direction

-0.07

-0.2

-

-

Cube Mirror direction

0.34

-1.06

-

-

α, γ: 2- dimensional angle direction towards the ground station (mrad)

From the image processing for determining the center
of gravity position and angle per pixel, which is
calculated from the sensor size and effective focal
length of the reflecting telescope, the beam divergence
angle and offset angle of the reference line can be
measured. Figure 16 shows the example of picture
taken by IR camera, where individual scene and
superimposed all are summarized. The field of view of
the sensor is approximately 16 mrad.
Table 7 shows two dimensional angle differences of
optical parameters before and after vibration test of
VSOTA-COL. Angle differences equivalent to the
desired attitude control accuracy (0.04 deg (σ) or 0.8
mrad) could be observed for TX4. This implies that the
alignment of two collimators might be slightly changed
in this magnitude after the launch. Therefore it became
aware that there is a need to establish calibration
methods for estimating the beam angle relative to the
satellite reference coordinate even after the launch.

Figure 16: Image of IR- camera: i) Reference cross
line (up-left), ii) TX1 beam (down left), iii) TX4
beam (up-right), iv) Super-imposed image of all

Vibration tests
The mechanical test standards for VSOTA was
specified by satellite bus condition which depends on
launcher interface covering possible candidate launch
vehicles. Figure 14 shows an example of picture at a
time of vibration test

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This paper described the mission and RISESAT satellite
system design in terms of the satellite-to-ground optical
communication experiment with VSOTA. The
specification of the VSOTA was presented and related
satellite system design results were summarized, in the
fields of electrical, mechanical, and attitude control.
Especially, detailed information on attitude control
system components, attitude control modes, attitude
control algorithm, and functional evaluation results by
means of hardware-in-the-loop simulations were
provided. Also some of the qualification results of
VSOTA were summarized. According to the simulation
results, RISESAT will be able to fulfil attitude control
requirements for VSOTA missions. Furthermore, the
payload instrument HPT is going to be utilized as pilot
signal detection sensor for achieving better attitude
control accuracy as extra success mission.

The angle differences of optical parameters were
evaluated by measuring them before and after the
vibration tests. In order to relate beam directions of 2
wavelengths, an alignment cube is mounted on the
VSOTA-COL assembly. The alignment cube, surface is
aluminum + SIO coated with cube of material BK7 of ±
5 arcsec within 90 degrees and cube size has 15 mm
side each. Figure 15 shows the configuration of the
measurement of the alignment cube the optical axis of
the VSOTA-COL. The position of the reflecting
telescope is on the right side of the figure, auto
collimator is placed as an angle reference and reflection
of auto collimated beam picture can be taken. Beams of
two wavelengths of VSOTA-COL are guided to the
telescope direction through an attenuation filter.

Kuwahara
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is a need to establish calibration methods for estimating
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the beam angle relative to the satellite reference
coordinate even after the launch. This is investigated as
future work.

Proceedings of 8th Symposium on Small
Satellites for Earth Observation, Berlin, April
2011, pp.99-106.

The engineering model of the RISESAT has been
developed and it is now under verification. The flight
model of the RISESAT will be manufactured by the end
of Japanese fiscal year of 2013. RISESAT aims to

investigate transmission characteristics of the
selected wavelengths through the atmosphere in
different conditions by investigating the bit error
rates in each case. Also the relationship between the
BER and satellite attitude control accuracy will be
evaluated. These data will be valuable to future
implementation of optical communication systems
for space systems. The experiment with VSOTA on
RISESAT will establish a basis for optical
communications on micro-satellites in the future. This
will bring an innovation to misro-satellite’s system
engineering, utilization, and communication network.
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